with the advent of concepts such as cyber-infrastructure and sustainability, the reality of 'manipulating' natural flows are on the horizon, at least at urban scales. Fluid mechanics is a pillar of this activity. The separation between purely natural flows (studied in Geophysical Fluid Dynamics) and those identified within the anthropogenic realm (Environmental Fluid Mechanics) is becoming clearer.
The second decade of the journal (and of the twenty-first century) greets us with new challenges: smart cities engineered to minimize heat and pollution generation, facilitate ventilation, adapt to climate change and reduce risks of natural disasters; urban security against chemical, biological and radiological releases; wetlands, bays, backwaters and vegetation to mitigate storm surge impacts; understanding climate change impacts on cities; impacts of sea-level rise and land subsidence in coastal areas; tapping into wind and hydrokinetic energy; flow interactions with biological species; chemical pathways in air and water pollution and hotspot development; and dispersion, deposition, re-entrainment and transport of micro-and nano-scale aerosols. In all, one of the grand challenges in environmental fluid mechanics is the precise understanding and modeling of bio-geo-chemo-physical interactions in nature within the fabric of fluid motions. Addressing these challenges behooves identification of knowledge gaps and their closure as well as development of high-fidelity parameterizations and predictive models. The scientific community is invited to publish these research outcomes in EFM, covering all approaches-laboratory and field measurements, theoretical and statistical analyses and numerical simulations.
New challenges beget opportunities, and the second decade promises to be exciting for EFM.
